
make more of your floor with our intelligent mat range
Our ‘mats with brains’ can transform your workplace
Your floor is your biggest marketing opportunity

Kleen-Komfort Standard
The 100 % rubber anti-fatigue mat for industrial areas
Kleen-Komfort Standard is a durable rubber mat that provides excellent traction and fatigue 
relief for your muscles and joints at the same time. The cushioned inner construction promotes 
excellent anti-fatigue properties and its surface texture and low profile edges convey a better 
grip and reduced risk of slip or trip accident in the workplace.

Kable-Mat
Reduce accidents by containing loose cables and highlighting potential tripping hazard
Loose cables could be a safety hazard, especially in offices and production places. The Kable- 
Mat was developed as a means to prevent such a hazard. It is easily put over loose cables as the 
specially developed recess on the bottom of the mat keeps all the wires and cables in place.

Kleen-Sticky Mat
Maximise the prevention of contamination with this anti-bacterial barrier matting
Peel-off sticky polyethylene layers produced for disposal of impurity or contamination from 
shoes and trolley wheels in zones of high hygienic demands. Used in entry rooms to surgeries, 
filters, ICU’s or laboratories, as well as in biological and nuclear industry, in semiconductor 
factories, or other workplaces where high hygiene is required.

A bright, eye-catching way to make sure your important safety message gets noticed
A very durable logo mat offering fully customisable messages or graphics that clearly stand 
out in a vibrant and highly visible manner. With a choice of standard or bespoke messages 
printed on this eye-catching safety mat, you are sure to bring attention to any situation that 
requires your important message to be noticed.
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High Visibility Mat

The 3 Mat System
Design and technology for practical applications

          Well Being & Anti-Fatigue Mats  
          Health & safety in the workplace  
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Kleen-Tex mats can revolutionise your workspace. From our dirt trapping entrance mats to 
health, safety and well-being mats, we have a mat to cater for any need you may have in your 
working environment. And with a bespoke logo service we’re the best people to help you 
‘make more of your floor’.

Kleen-Tex Industries GmbH
Münchner Straße 21
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F: +43 (0) 5372-61380-49
www.kleen-tex.eu 
info@kleen-tex.eu

Kleen-Tex Industries Limited
Emlyn Street 
Bolton BL4 7EB / United Kingdom
T: +44 (0) 1204 70 50 70
F: +44 (0) 1204 861 016
www.kleen-tex.co.uk
info@kleen-tex.co.uk

Kleen-Tex Polska Sp. z o.o.
ul. Fabryczna 5/12
26-130 Suchedniów / Poland
T: +48 (0) 41 267 25 00 
F: +48 (0) 41 254 58 68
www.kleen-tex.pl 
info@kleen-tex.pl



          Outside Mats Remove coarse grit & heavy soil  
          Reduce dirt and slash cleaning costs  

Kleen-Scrape
The multi-purpose rubber mat that is grease, oil and solvent resistant
In addition to outdoor uses, the Kleen-Scrape performs outstandingly well in wet areas, 
changing rooms, kitchens, in front of vending machines or in production areas. With its variety 
of features such as grease, oil and solvent resistance, heat and cold resistance and an extreme 
robustness, you won’t want to be without the Kleen-Scrape. Whether as dirt-catcher, a special 
mat for wet areas or a workplace mat for fatigue-free standing, you’ll always be well-served by 
the Kleen-Scrape.

Water-Horse
The mat with the impeccable water retention capacity
The Water-Horse containment border can hold up to 4.5 litres of water per square metre and the 
embossed waffle design cleans dirt from shoe soles and guarantees excellent skid resistance. 
The Water-Horse surface is 100 % Polypropylene and therefore fade proof and rot proof. The 
extra weight of the mat also means it will remain stable even in windy outdoor conditions.

Concourse
All weather 100 % rubber entrance matting tile system
Specially developed to be used in outdoor matwells which are open to the elements. 
Incorporating two types of rubber profiles, one being flexible the other being stable, this allows 
for the removal of dirt, grit and some moisture. The unique design ensures the contaminants 
remain in the base of the module to be removed later during the cleaning regime. 

Logo Outdoor
The custom printed grass effect mat for outdoor use
Practically everyone is familiar with the scratchy-fibre type of outdoor grass mats. Usually the 
colour selection is mostly limited to green, this drabness of colour is now a thing of the past! 
Kleen-Tex presents the unique grass mat for outdoor use - the Logo Outdoor! This is the first 
outdoor mat that can be printed with colours and logos according to your personal require-
ments. 

          Inside Mats Remove grit & moisture  
          Protect your staff and visitors  

Matrix Tile
A rubber rib & carpet modular entrance matting system
Interchangeable rubber modular tiles to maximise wear, simply replaceable and at minimal 
cost thus extending the life cycle of this entrance matting system. Built to withstand the most 
demanding of commercial entranceway environments, whilst still maintaining its full cleaning 
effectiveness. The Matrix Tile entrance matting module with its studded channelling has a high
capacity for moisture and debris collections.

Super-Mat
Dual performance scrape and wipe - heavy duty mat to keep your buildings even cleaner
This dirt-catching mat has a unique double feature; heavy-duty mono-filament fibres remove 
coarse dirt from passing soles whilst the high-twist, fine, heat-set fibres, absorb and keep 
fine dust, dirt and moisture in the mat. The ultimate choice for busy areas like entrances and 
receptions or anywhere dirt ingress is high.

Iron-Horse XL
High dirt absorption mat made for heavy duty areas 
Stop dirt and moisture being tracked into your building with even more power! Iron-Horse XL 
mats are perfectly suited for high foot traffic areas such as business entrances and receptions. 
With the luxury of extra plush fibres, the Iron-Horse XL is super efficient at removing contami-
nation as it is tracked into your building.

Wash-Horse
Ultra absorbent 100 % cotton washable floor mats
The best solution in problem areas, in which big amounts of damp dirt come into the building. 
No matter, whether in industry - or trade businesses or in public buildings: the Wash-Horse is 
an ideal barrier against wetness and damp soil which provides more safety. The mat insures 
that though oil and grease found in industrial and production businesses, installation halls and 
workshops are kept away from other rooms.

          Tertiary Mats Remove fine dirt & moisture  
          Give your floors the WOW factor  

Jet-Print Vision Plus
Its additional pile weight and shiny surface offers the best print results
The even thicker straight-set pile of the Vision Plus allows almost photorealistic prints. Make 
a striking first impression and take advantage of an underappreciated advertising space by 
positioning this mat in entrances, reception desks and waiting areas.

Jet-Print
Custom logo mats and printed messages for a great first impression
A high dirt capture capacity mat with customisable design. Choose your favourite colours 
from our standard range of 44 to create your design. A one of a kind upgrade for entrances, 
reception desks, as well as a clever use of floor areas for messages and advertising.

Monotone
Bright and vibrant uni-colour mats with excellent functionality
Besides its impeccable capacity for dirt capture this mat also serves as an additional 
decorative element for your interior, just choose your favourite from our palette of 12 
brilliant colours. Specifically suited for entrances, reception desks and corridors.

Iron-Horse
The professional way to stop dirt and moisture being tracked into your building
Durability and a high capacity for dirt capture make this mat the perfect choice for highly 
frequented areas such as entrances, corridors, lift doors and reception desks. A wide colour 
choice will ensure a great match with your interiors.


